
Belgrade Jazz Festival
by Thomas Conrad

From Kalemegdan fortress above the old town of
Belgrade, Serbia, you can see where the Sava and
Danube Rivers meet and across the former you can see
the stark architecture of Novi Beograd, New Belgrade.
Even pretty views in Belgrade are austere, especially in
the pale hazy light of late October. 

The gray concrete of the city is covered in graffiti
and the streets are gritty. Occasionally you come upon
the shocking ugliness of buildings with their guts
exposed, hit with one of the bombs that NATO
dropped in 1999. An American can feel very far from
home here. The streets signs are in Cyrillic. But there is
something about Belgrade that draws you back. There
is an edgy energy here that makes more romantic
destinations feel too tame. The people seem more real
than those in more prosperous and fortunate places.

The Belgrade Jazz Festival began in 1971, but went
dark between 1991 and 2004 because of the wars in the
former Yugoslavia. The 2010 edition (Oct. 28th-31st)
was the 26th. After years of repression and isolation
and war, audiences in Belgrade embrace jazz with an
intensity not often equaled elsewhere. Wayne
Shorter’s quartet played on the first night in Sava
Centar, the largest music venue in Serbia. At least two-
thirds of its 3,500 seats were occupied. The other six
events of the festival were at or very near capacity. The
city government supports the festival and keeps ticket
prices low, around ten euros on average. 

Historically, Shorter’s appearance was significant
because no one of his stature had appeared in Belgrade
since the festival resumed in 2005. Artistically, it was
the same strange stream-of-consciousness marathon
that Shorter’s group offers these days. They played 80
minutes without pausing. The individual components
of the music were often startling, especially John
Patitucci’s powerful bass rituals and Brian Blade’s
curse-like drum eruptions. But the whole was a
continuum of inconclusive gestures. Shorter’s
contributions were mostly brief flurries or trills,
presumably meant to splash paint on the greater
canvas but the music felt like an endless preamble to a
work that perversely refused to begin.

Charlie Haden’s Quartet West appeared in Dom
Sindikata, an old auditorium in downtown Belgrade.
They performed plaintive noir music so perfect they
must have played it many times before, yet it was
resonant with new emotion. Ernie Watts is one of the
great unsung tenor saxophone players in jazz. Haden’s
ballad “First Song” was a vast, convoluted tale told by
Watts in clarion, harrowing calls interrupted by
blistering runs. Watts is the star of  Quartet West, but
few bass soloists can tug at your heart like Haden and
Alan Broadbent is a fascinating, unpredictably lyrical 
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Berlin Jazz Festival
by Fred Bouchard

Berliners seeking to illuminate November gloom
consider several bright options: a luminous ascent
inside the Reichstag’s glass dome, a stroll along
Kudamm to KaDeWe’s tinsellating Christmas
windows or basking in the aural brilliance in and
around Festival House during JazzFest Berlin. In JFB’s
46th edition and Swedish trombonist Nils Landgren’s
third as musical director, 27 bands with nearly 200
musicians from 20 nations were summoned to the
swinging synod.

Big bands ruled the week, classically-trained
ensembles playing concept programs, not blaring
hard-driving bop or postbop as we usually know it.
Jazz Bigband Graz (Austria) combined spacey,
sensuous charts and airy solos, notably Heinrich von
Kalnein’s bluesy soprano, with grainy black/white
film and texts by Buzz Aldrin and Paul Simon to
transport a full house via the moon’s Sea of Tranquility
to a unison singularity. Zeitkratzer (Berlin), with guest
guitarist Terje Rypdal and trumpeter Palle
Mikkelborg, scraped Nordic beach gravel in a thin-
atmospheric, melancholic tribute to a tidal Miles
Davis. Studio Dan (Vienna), 19 youths led by
trombonist Dan Riegler, plied Zappa-esque charts of
breathtaking wind unisons and ironic humors, served
in a bloodless precision that squelched solos, except
the playful mewlings of pert singer Nika Zach.

With a wide-cast net embracing tolerance in
today’s backlash, some bands fused Arab-Western
connections in memorable encounters. After clearing
dusty Wagner-ian brass blasts from hr-Bigband, avant
icon pianist Joachim Kühn’s charts warmed to the
Maghreb sands and intersected with Berber Majid
Bekkas’ hearty vocals, guembri and oud. Sparks flew
when Macedonia’s Kocani Orchestar, astir with
flamenco and klezmer brass, engaged the mid-Adriatic
with Municipale Balcanica, a marching nonet from
Bari, Italy. Conducted with Chaplin-esque flair by
accordionist Livio Minafra, this flamboyant 20-man
coalition flowed across the footlights to involve its
affection-starved audience with Roma gypsy dance
and jittery shenanigans from Bollywood to Shanghai.

Another multi-kulti coup linked two Indias:
Kinsmen altoists Kadri Gopalnath and Rudresh
Mahanthappa ululated and swooned, the former on
his mat with violin and mridangam (tuned drum)
playing dryly formal and decorative, the latter, afront
electric guitar and rhythm, lithe as a mongoose and
spicier than currywurst, as drummers Poovalur Sriji
and Dan Weiss locked eyes and grooves. 

Landgren’s taste for bass-clef instruments
continues to lend the fest a sonorous and vibrant air.
Excluding string bassists, the informal tally ran to 
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JAZZUV
by Russ Musto

“Now I realize why I was born. I was born to be
here,” a jubilant McCoy Tyner told the audience at his
sold-out Saturday night concert in Xalapa, Mexico’s
Teatro del Estado. The legendary pianist had just
finished playing three original compositions - “Fly
With The Wind”, “Ballad For Aisha” and “Walk Spirit,
Talk Spirit”, usual choices from his repertoire, but his
performance this evening was anything but typical.
Inspired by the placid setting of the beautiful
mountainside city, as well the exciting presence of his
new drummer Francisco Mela, who recently joined the
trio that also features stalwart bassist Gerald Cannon,
the pianist played with a joyous spirit, which filled the
old songs with rhythmic and harmonic surprises that
continued throughout the concert.

The many musicians from north of the border that
performed during the weeklong musical celebration
echoed Tyner’s blissful assessment of the atmosphere
of the Festival Internacional JAZZUV (Nov. 8th-14th).
Fellow headliner Jack DeJohnette was as effusive in his
praise of the festival’s unique quality, which was
typified in his two-hour-long SRO concert with a
hastily-assembled sextet that included US artists -
trumpeter Jason Palmer, saxophonist Grace Kelly and
guitarist Nir Felder (each of whom also led groups and
gave master classes during the week as part of the
festival), along with Mexican players, pianist Edgar
Dorante - Director of the jazz program of Universidad
Veracruz, which sponsors the festival - and Emiliano
Coronel, the phenomenal 18-year-old bassist, who
stood out as an astonishing testament to the school’s
educational achievements. Performing an
uninterrupted set that included compositions by Joe
Henderson, Freddie Hubbard, Ornette Coleman,
Dorante and DeJohnette, the group played with
incendiary verve ignited by the leader’s
uncompromisingly creative drumming.

Dorante and Coronel teamed up with festival
Artistic Director Mela to form Trio DCM, a ubiquitous
presence throughout the festival, playing as a tight
threesome and accompanying various others,
including Kelly, Palmer, Felder and Cubana sonera
Noila Carrazana. Other Cuban artists who added fire
to the fest included pianist Osmany Paredes and
percussionist Mauricio Herrera, both of whom - like
fellow expatriate Mela - currently reside in New York,
making major contributions to the city’s Latin and jazz
scenes. Canadian soprano saxophonist/flutist Jane
Bunnett, whose groups have introduced many Cuban
artists to the United States in the past, performed her
personal brand of AfroCaribbean jazz with Xalapa’s
stellar resident conguero Miguel Cruz joining Herrera
in her exciting band’s percussion section.
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pianist. On Ornette Coleman’s “Lonely Woman”,
Watts’ dramatic hovering out-of-time introduction
made you sit very still in your chair.

Enrico Rava’s new quintet, with exciting
trombonist Gianluca Petrella and brilliant young
pianist Giovanni Guidi, played an incandescent set in
a full-to-overflowing Kolarac. It is a 78-year-old
concert space with approximately 900 seats and, like
everything in Belgrade, looks its age. But its acoustics
are extraordinary. Most of the pieces were slow burns,
Rava’s trumpet veering sideways to make revelatory
melodic breakthroughs. In live performance, Rava’s
poetic persona, so dominant on his ECM recordings, is
more likely to diversify into shattering trumpet spikes
soaring straight up. He and Petrella often soloed
simultaneously and created complex contrapuntal
synergies. Guidi is the perfect pianist for Rava because
he can allocate single notes into cryptic disembodied
designs or smash the keys with the flats of his hands
and make turgid heaving layers, as the moment
requires. Don Cherry’s “Art Deco” was one of the few
recognizable themes.

On the last night Jason Moran’s Bandwagon
played the Student Cultural Center. The crowd was the
youngest and loudest of the festival and filled all the
seats and stood around the edges of the large two-
story room and spilled out into the smoky foyer.
(Cigarette smoke is the national plague of Serbia.)
Perhaps in response to the party atmosphere, Moran
played more Fender Rhodes and more funk than usual.
But he did offer “Study No. 6” by Conlon Nancarrow
on acoustic piano, a rapt, slow melody searching to
coalesce in halting notes. And he did confirm that he is
the strongest living interpreter of Monk with a ringing
“Crepuscule With Nellie”.

Because of the insightful decisions of Artistic
Director Vojislav Pantic and Program Manager Dragan
Ambrosic, the Belgrade festival always offers
opportunities for important discoveries. The cross-
cultural trio of outcats led by trombonist Reut Regev
rocked the Student Cultural Center. So did Zerkman
Big Bang. They played electrified thunder through
which trumpeter Zoran Erkman interwove improbable
haunting melodies. Sinne Eeg, from Denmark, is a
singer with the whole package: looks, height, pipes,
range, control and the ability to both scat and tell a
story. She also writes nice songs in English like
“Waiting For Dawn”, a poignant set of reflections on a
long-distance love affair.

The people of Serbia are in the process of rejoining
the world community. One of the best ways ever
devised to bring people together is jazz. K

For more information, visit belgrade-jazzfest.org
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three dozen bass-clef players. Several proved major
soloists: Céline Bonacina on irrepressible bari and
Denis Colin, Ulrich Drechsler, Per “Texas” Johansson,
all on bass clarinet. 

Tributes to Charlie Parker went literal and
subliminal; octogenarian altoist Emil Mangelsdorff’s
opening set dimly enshrined “Confirmation” and
“Night In Tunisia” while Django Bates’ Beloved Bird
piano trio fractaled “Billie’s Bounce”, tripped “Little
Suede Shoes” over Latin lines from 4/4 to 7/4,
lockhanded “Star Eyes” in the George Shearing style
and atomized “Ah-leu-cha” into wispy Ravel cirrus. 

Billie Holiday’s book got punk’d by Orchestre
National de France, when singers Karen Lano and Ian
Siegal unfurled a noirish “Strange Fruit”, ac/dc “My
Man” and rocked-out “You’ve Changed”, with nice
alto flute by Joce Mieniel. The audience at first
appeared outraged (some walked out) but later settled
into amused, or at least grudging, surprise. 

Rock inflections rang out as frequently as black
turtlenecks, often as bold backbeats or guitar cameos,
like Peter Rom’s violin-like finesse or Pierre
Perchaud’s blistering riffs or perky mandolin and were
greeted with cheers in this hall that airs classical acts
most of the year. Electronica surfaced regularly in
supporting roles, but was prime in Heavy Rotation’s
loops-n-patches at Quasimodo and Peter Bolte’s alto
wired to Jim Campbell’s laptop jungle in the Side
Stage’s comparatively cozy confines. 

Experimental vocals, a ripe mix of improvised and
carefully scripted, were noted from Nika Zach, Studio
Dan’s pixilated pixie, and Little Red Suitcase’s stark,
seriocomic duos. Paavo, co-led by bold pianist Cecilia
Persson and crystalline singer Sofia Jernberg, were
midnight showstoppers at JFB’s black box sidestage.
Their witty, brilliant chamber miniatures, with agile
reeds and trumpet, danced on pinheads with utter
unpredictability - ever playful yet purposeful.

Statesiders were few but iconic. Vocal group Moss
broke out with Neil Young’s “Old Man” and Tom
Waits’ “Take It With Me”. Tony Malaby ripped lusty
tenor treads opposite Denis Colin’s refined bass
clarinet. And Jazz-Institut Berlin’s concert featured a
percussion ensemble led by John Hollenbeck and
singer Judy Niemack’s Chillida Project.

An ‘intriguing instrument award’ goes to
Matthias Loibner for mastery of the hurdy-gurdy, a
medieval Tyrolean hybrid of accordion, fiddle and
crank organ; his turns wove exotic skeins in Jazz
Bigband Graz’ astonishing ‘rhythm section’ with
Barbara Buchholz’ theremin, Uli Rennert’s lap-steel
guitar and Christof Dienz’ e-zither. K

For more information, visit berlinerfestspiele.de
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Dorante also performed with the fine trio led by
bassist Ray Drummond, with Boston-based drummer
John Ramsay (two more master class presenters),
playing a concert of both standards and originals,
including Drummond’s own “Ballade Poetique” and
“Maya’s Dance”, with a combination of fire and taste.
Ramsay’s fellow Berklee instructor, saxophonist
Daniel Ian Smith did a fine job rehearsing the student
Big Band JAZZUV through a difficult songbook of
arrangements of both familiar and not-so-familiar
compositions - “Monk’s Mood”, Ralph Burns’ “Early
Autumn”, Oliver Nelson’s “Stolen Moments” and
Dizzy Gillespie’s “I Waited For You” among the
former while those from the latter category, Nat
Adderley’s “Sweet Emma”, Jaki Byard’s “Aluminum
Baby” and Herb Geller’s “Geller’s Cellar”
demonstrated the veracity of Smith’s declaration that
the aggregation was as capable as any student band
getting off the bus in New York City. A tour de force
performance of the guest conductor’s “Dynamic Duo”
backing his tenor sax in a heated dialogue with Jason
Palmer’s virtuosic trumpet (that would continue
subsequently on Smith’s own daring club set) put an
exclamation point on the revelatory concert.

Numerous members of the young orchestra
regularly proved themselves to be equally excellent
soloists (joined by a few fine songstresses) in the
nightly jam sessions that followed each evening’s main
events, ending long days that often began with
morning master classes and continued with afternoon
jazz-related theater and films and free outdoor
concerts. Utilizing myriad venues, each with its own
individual charm and character, the festival afforded
listeners (many coming from different Mexican locales,
but very few from other countries, including the
United States) the opportunity to partake in the beauty
of one Mexico’s greenest cities, strewn with
spectacular landscapes, parks and mountain views. 

With a temperate climate often described as
“perfect” and a thriving music scene of its own,
featuring both local musicians and students and
teachers from throughout Mexico, as well as Cuba,
Xalapa and its Festival Internacional JAZZUV may
well become an international destination. But as with
its grand finale, a free great hall concert featuring the
JAZZUV Big Band (under the direction of the fine
Cuban altoist Raúl Gutiérrez) playing its regular Latin
repertoire - with guests Herrera, Paredes, Bunnett,
Smith and Mela (singing) that had many of the
estimated 5,000 attendees up and dancing  for an hour
long-encore - it is already, in its third year, one of the
best places in the world to hear music. K

For more information, visit jazzuv.com
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See Linda at Saint Peter’s 
54th & Lex Dec. 29th at 1 pm

LindaCiofalo.com

“Ciofalo interprets Johnny Mercer beautifully, 
capturing the joy and irony he intended in ‘Tangerine’,

the ache in ‘Early Autumn’, the tenderness of 
‘I Remember You’. This is a theme album worthy 

of its inspiration...” - Doug Ramsey, Rifftides
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